Institutional best practices
Through the years the college has been striving towards fulfilling of its basic goals and of spreading
the light of knowledge to the young adults whose families expect to find a first graduate. Science,
humanities and commerce along with a separate B.Ed. department make for a vast choice for all
newcomers. Many students join the B.Ed. department to acquire an additional degree following
completion of their graduation and post-graduation courses. Among several noteworthy practices,
mention may be made of
➢ The special concessions, stipends and scholarships that are being offered by the institution through
college fund to students for several reasons. Special concessions are arranged as per tiers. Even the
system of waiving total fees may be followed for students who suffer under severe familial issues.
Death of parents/ guardians and other serious conditions whereby students often are compelled to
discontinue their studies are taken into special consideration.
➢ Students who score first class marks and even obtain high marks at university examinations and
whose general attendance record is high are also given special priority.
➢ Girl students are also urged to complete their graduation if they are unable to continue further due
to paucity of funds.
➢ The regular SC/ST/Minority concessions are given after a systematic interview with the students
and guardians if necessary.
➢ In addition to this all students obtaining first class at university examinations receive a scholarship
from the college.
➢ Due attention is paid to teachers who complete their Ph.Ds. or receive any higher degree in their
academic spheres. They are acknowledged at functions organised by the college.
➢ From among the guest/contractual teachers accomplishing a NET/SET/JRF etc. is also duly
acknowledged.
➢ Distinctive responses to students’, teachers’, and staff’s attendance and regularity are made at these
programs.
➢ The best library user from among students, teachers and staff are also acknowledged and that is
inclusive of the physical visits to the library as also the highest number of visits to the INFLIBNET
site.
These act as incentives for better performance. The college becomes a ground for competitions and
renews itself with new vigour for a brilliant tomorrow.
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